
TEEN
Duct TDuct Tape Wape Walletallet

Materials Needed: paper, two different kinds of duct tape, scissors, and a ruler

Steps:

1. Gather the materials needed. Measure and cut out a 5" wide by 7" long piece of paper.

2. Make a fold 2" wide towards the centre of the white paper. This will become your money pocket on

the inside of your wallet. With the fold side facing up, take your

first colour of duct tape, cut a piece 7.5" long. Stick this piece of

duct tape towards the top of the money pocket fold. Leave a small

lip to fold over to make a finished edge.

3. Take a second 7.5" long piece of duct tape in the same colour and finish covering the money pocket

fold. There should be a small lip on the bottom to fold over onto the outside of the wallet. Trim the side

edges using scissors, so the duct tape is flush with the paper.

4. Turn your paper over to the outside of the wallet. Cut another 7.5" piece of duct tape in the same

colour. Stick it to the top of the outside of your wallet. Leave a small

lip to fold over towards the inside of the wallet.

5. Take your second colour of duct tape and cut a 7.5 inch piece. Place it below your first piece of duct

tape on the outside of the wallet. Trim your edges of your

duct tape to make them flush with the paper.

6. If you wish to add the second colour to the inside of your wallet, cut another 7.5" piece, hold

back your money pocket flap and stick the duct tape it on the interior. Trim your edges using scissors.

7. Using your first duct tape colour, Trim two 3.5" pieces to finish the side edges of the wallet and to

permanently adhere the money pocket. Trim your edges.

8. Fold your wallet and enjoy!
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